Orienting Towards Ensembles: From Single Cells to Neural Populations
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Review of Berens et al.

The tradition of single-cell electrophysiology has taught us a great deal about the response properties of individual cells in primary sensory cortices. However, the study of neurons in isolation provides a limited and possibly distorted picture of how the simultaneous activity of distributed neuronal populations is exploited by the brain to represent and respond to a variable environment in real time.

Single cells in primary visual cortex are sensitive to a range of stimulus properties: location, size, depth and, perhaps most famously, orientation (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962).

In a recent study, Berens et al. (2012) investigated orientation coding by populations of V1 neurons in alert macaque monkeys as the animals viewed static gratings of different orientation and contrast. They characterized the population response of up to 20 simultaneously recorded cells using a simple, neurally plausible decoder.

Critically, the decoder was invariant to stimulus contrast and could discriminate orientations using short integration intervals (10–30 ms) with only modest improvements for longer intervals (up to 70 ms). In agreement with previous results in which odors were differentiatated based on population activity in the antenna lobe of locusts (Mazor and Laurent, 2005), Berens et al. (2012) show that stimulus orientation is best distinguished during the initial transient of the neural response, reaching peak performance after only 30–80 ms of stimulus presentation. These findings are of particular interest because they highlight the capacity for fast processing, enabling unambiguous identification or discrimination of visual information on timescales relevant for behavior.

Additionally, the sustained population responses to both static and moving gratings during continuous stimulation (500 ms) exhibited a high degree of time invariance. For example, a constant decoder trained on the spike count over the whole trial performed similarly to, although slightly worse than, an instantaneous decoder trained on short time bins (30 ms). Similar temporal invariance has been described by Nikolić et al. (2009), who recorded simultaneous responses from large populations of neurons in area 17 of anesthetized cats to briefly flashed visual stimuli (letters of the alphabet). In that study, the classification of the visual stimuli was similar when neuronal activity was integrated over short (20 ms) and long (100 ms) time intervals.

The study by Nikolić et al. (2009) is of particular interest because the investigators tested the performance of population decoders not only during the presentation of the current stimulus but also during subsequent blank periods. For the duration of this blank period (600 ms), in the absence of further stimulation, the population activity maintained information about the recently presented letter. Furthermore, when they investigated serial responses to sequences of letters, the evoked activity contained nearly equal information about both the current and the previous letter. These results highlight the ability of recurrent activity within primary visual cortex to maintain traces of recently flashed stimuli both in subsequent blank periods and concurrently with the presentation of new stimuli. Such persistent activity could be a powerful mechanism for integrating information sampled from continuous visual input, as required for the analysis of dynamic visual scenes.

Previous results using natural movies provide additional insight into this idea. Montemurro et al. (2008) found that considering spike times in relation to the phase of an ongoing low-frequency oscillation increased the information contained in population responses by 54% compared with spike counts alone. These findings indicate that network activity may provide more information about the sensory environment when taking into account the recent stimulus history as well as the intrinsic oscillatory dynamics in which they are embedded.

In contrast to recent results emphasizing the importance of correlated activity for coding of visual scenes at the level of
large populations of retinal or cortical cells, Berens et al. (2012) found no meaningful performance increase by including (either explicitly or implicitly) the pairwise correlation structure of the population. They report that each unit can be treated as an independent encoder whose spike count follows the statistics of an independent Poisson distribution. This finding indicates that local effects within the network or across time are not essential for the discrimination of orientation. However, in a population of retinal ganglion cells, Pillow et al. (2008) found that excluding the contribution of pairwise correlations or history effects decreased their ability to reconstruct the stimulus by between 20% and 40%. Further, Graf et al. (2011), also decoding V1 population responses (drifting gratings in anesthetized monkeys), showed that excluding the secondary statistics of pairwise correlation reduced their classification performance by ~33% and increased their discrimination threshold (the difference in orientation necessary to distinguish between gratings).

These results may be attributable to the size and the relative densities of the populations used for decoding: 6–20 neurons spread across multiple cortical columns in the Berens et al. (2012) study, 27 contiguous cells in the retina in the Pillow et al. (2008) study, and 40–74 units also across multiple columns in the Graf et al. (2011) study. Additionally, both Pillow et al. (2008) and Graf et al. (2011) used time-varying stimuli, the resulting temporal dynamics of which may increase the importance of higher-order statistics. Last, in most of their analyses, Berens et al. (2012) used a long-duration static grating (500 ms), a stimulus known to induce considerable adaptation and to reduce the noise correlation of V1 cortical populations (Gutnisky and Dragoi, 2008).

The spontaneous spiking statistics of V1 populations has been shown to be exquisitely tuned during development to an ideal model of the visual environment (Berkes et al., 2011). Given that V1 neurons spontaneously discharge in patterns similar to those observed under stimulation, it seems likely that intrinsically driven correlated firing among sensory neurons reflects meaningful structure. To better understand the role that pairwise statistics play in encoding sensory stimuli it is important to investigate population coding under maximally naturalistic conditions.

Likewise, the immediate demands of task and cognitive state also frame and influence the response properties of cells in V1. It has been well established (Gilbert and Sigman, 2007) that dynamic top-down signals related to behavioral goals can have profound effects on both the response properties of individual cells, such as receptive field size and tuning, and the aggregate behavior of populations, such as attentional modulation of noise correlation or extra-classical suppression/facilitation. Such effects point to the importance of characterizing population activity under diverse behavioral conditions.

As has been stressed by Olshausen and Field (2005), our current understanding of computation in visual cortex has been built up piecemeal by single-unit studies and the arbitrary stimuli that elicit the maximal single-unit responses. However, in natural vision, the whole scene must be evaluated simultaneously, rather than via a constellation of uncoordinated feature extractors. Under such conditions the temporal and spatial interdependencies of scene structure directly constrain and inform the firing of distributed cell assemblies. As the current study by Berens et al. (2012) makes clear, understanding the rich dynamics of simultaneously recorded V1 cells, especially in alert animals, is an important step in the right direction. However, after establishing our methods in well characterized domains, such as orientation tuning, it will be important to apply them to explore novel territory.

The task ahead is made easier by new techniques such as multiphoton imaging and high-density multielectrode arrays. These technologies, combined with a pressing need to understand the function of the brain’s integrated networks under natural conditions, call for the application of approaches like those used by Berens et al. (2012), combined with increasingly rich stimulation and behavioral protocols. Further, it is important to iteratively apply these techniques up the visual hierarchy to see how receiving areas integrate and further process the information passed on by earlier stages.
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